Institute for Teaching through Technology and Innovative Practices

English 10
The Robot Fairy Project

Problem

How does one design a prototype robotic fairy puppet for “A Midsummer
Night’s Dream” that employs the relevant principles of puppetry?

Lesson Summary

This lesson plan extended for a week beginning with an overview of the
engineering process, specifically highlighting the “What is the Problem” stage.
The Hummingbird Robotic Kit was then introduced with a viewing of the wiring
video. Additionally, the “Robot Fairy Project” handout (see attached) was
reviewed which provides an overview of the content, need and specifications of
the project. Lastly, the Handspring Puppet Company’s Principles of Puppetry
video was viewed that illustrates the principles of puppetry that they developed
and will be used in the project. Groups were designated at this time. The
second day involved viewing of the Create Lab Visual Programmer videos and
beginning the brainstorming process. The remaining days encompassed the
generation of design solutions, creation and improvement of the prototype, and
communication of findings on the last day.

Major Topic & SOL:
English Pre-AP 10

10.1

Length of Time:

5- 50 minute periods

Student Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

TSW learn and utilize the steps of the engineering process.
TSW program their Hummingbird robotics kit using the Create Lab Visual
Programmer.
TSW wire their Hummingbird robot to make their fairy animated.
TSW use design principles to create a fairy that follows the principles of puppetry.
TSW communicate the outcome of their design project through a verbal
presentation and a demonstration of their robotic fairy puppet.
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21st Century Skills:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Critical-Thinking and Problem Solving
Communication
Creativity and Innovation
Collaboration
Information and Media Literacy
Contextual Evidence

Assessment Evidence:
•
•

Presentation of fairy robot puppet with a demonstration of its functioning and a general
explanation of how it meets the principles of puppetry.
Typed report outlining the Generation of Design Solutions and Creation and Improvement of
Models stages of engineering process (see hand-out).

Supplies/Materials/Technology:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Laptop computer
Hummingbird kits
glue guns
boxes
cardboard tubes
scissors
tape
foam sheets (white, various colors and sparkly)
other fun craft supplies

Lesson 1:
•
•
•
•

Distribute & discuss hand-out, including the engineering process
Distribute Hummingbird User Guide to each student
View of Hummingbird connection/wiring video
View Handspring Puppet Company’s training video on the principles of puppetry: Puppetry
Video

Lesson 2:
•
•
•

Distribute of computers to group
View of Create Visual Programmer video
Beginning of brainstorming, including gathering of materials
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Lesson 3:
•

Groups work on project

Lesson 4:
•

Groups work on project

Lesson 5:
•

Groups work and presentation
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